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Like many smaller academic organizations, Southern Oregon University’s Hannon Library Special Collections and University Archives (SPEC) operates with a limited budget and minimal staffing. Membership to Archives West provides Hannon Library with a framework to enhance discovery, improve collection management, and promote growth and sustainability. The additional resources provided by Archives West and the Orbis Cascade Alliance allow SPEC to increase capacity and improve services to students and community researchers. The underlying framework consists of training sessions, best practices documents, affordable access to ArchivesSpace, and system support. While improved discoverability is often the primary motivator, libraries should not overlook the added value of improved workflows concerning collection management. Overall, the support provided by Archives West enables smaller archives to streamline their management activities while enhancing discoverability for the current users and reaching new users. Participation in Archives West also offers greater visibility, which facilitates the library's outreach and advocacy efforts. The benefits of membership in Archives West are well worth the efforts inherent in implementing new software and altering workflows.

Background
Hannon Library’s SPEC currently contains 49 manuscript collections and over 70 university record collections. A primary subject search is available in the library’s catalog for only eight of these collections. To facilitate access to collection finding aids, Hannon Library maintains a website for Special Collections and University Archives (https://hanlib.sou.edu/speccoll/). The site lists most of the manuscript and record collections with a brief description and a link to the collection’s specific finding aid. The finding aids are in MS Word and keyword searchable. Each collection requires a search of its finding aid to explore the contents of the collection. The search process requires researchers to open and keyword search individual finding aids to locate materials related to their topic of inquiry. Researchers are unable to conduct a search across the various collections. This creates barriers to efficient discovery and can be frustrating, especially to novice researchers familiar with search functions available through the library’s catalog or Google.

Hannon Library began seriously exploring options to improve discoverability while remaining within the library’s constraints concerning budget dollars and staffing levels in early 2017. The idea of joining Archives West (Northwest Archives) floated around Han-
non Library for several years. While most staff agreed that participation in Archives West was a good idea, they expressed concerns about the library’s limited resources. For many, the staff time required to make the transition outweighed the benefits of joining. SPEC staff’s latest proposal to join Archives West emphasized the abundance of support provided by the Alliance in the form of training sessions and related documentation. While this support does not eliminate the staff time required for the transition, it does provide a community of professionals and other resources designed to support a ‘lone arranger’ and ease the implementation process as much as possible.

Management of a standalone environment exceeds Hannon Library’s capabilities. The Orbis Cascade Alliance eliminates the need to go it alone. The Alliance provides significant technical and administrative support, including best practices and standardization. Archives West developed their program with the intention of providing support to the consortia members. As noted in a 2013 article, “the program supports a suite of collection management and access services that allow participating institutions to focus local staff and resources on other functions. Members also find an active community of colleagues to consult and
play a substantial role in governing and directing the program” (Allison-Bunnell, Morton-Keithley, & Knight, 2013). At the consortium level, Archives West develops policies and procedures regarding the management of record and manuscript collections. Each individual archive can build on or adapt the broad, consortia-level policies and procedures to fit their specific needs. A small archive with a lone arranger, like SOU, does not need to reinvent the wheel. They can merely adjust the existing resources to meet their needs.

Enhance Discovery
Recently, Hannon Library has examined processes for improving the discovery of materials to support students’ academic research. Opening the finding aid for each SPEC collection and performing a keyword search requires a high level of perseverance. Novice researchers and undergraduate students find the process frustrating and may abandon their search. The Archives West site allows researchers to search the contents of all collections through search options similar to the library’s catalog. A contents search enables researchers to locate materials regardless of whether the collection’s main subject or description appears related to their research needs. For example, the Oregon Shakespeare Festival manuscript collection contains a few items related to the local weather that may be of interest to a researcher of regional climate change. Another collection that focuses on forestry includes poetry authored by the forest rangers which may interest students studying creative writing. The ability to search across the contents of all collections improves the likelihood that researchers will efficiently locate materials relevant to their needs (O’English, 2011). Mark O’English further noted that researchers who locate finding aids through search fields similar to Archives West
spend significantly more time with the document as compared to accessing a finding aid through the library catalog (O’English, 2011). Usability testing by the Alliance notes that searchers “seem to prefer aggregator sites that offer access to as many materials as possible; they are less enthusiastic about sites that offer only selected materials, or materials focused on a particular subject” (“Orbis Cascade Alliance Northwest Digital Archives Digital Program Planning,” n.d.). Participation in Archives West will improve the discoverability of our collections and assist student researchers, facilitating student success and related employment skills.

**Improve Collection Management**

Hannon Library and SPEC staff identified improvements in collection management as an essential benefit of joining Archives West. Participation in Archives West includes the option to utilize the ArchivesSpace collection management system. The opportunity to move collection management from a series of Excel and Word files to a system as robust as ArchivesSpace should not be underestimated. Permanent staffing of SPEC consists of less than .5 FTE. SPEC also employs five student workers and the occasional intern. SPEC’s documentation concerning accessioning, processing, and donor information required multiple Excel sheets and Word files. SPEC also needed overarching documentation designed to track revisions, notes on future processing, prioritization, and deaccessions. ArchivesSpace centralizes these functions and adds efficiencies to the daily workflows. For example, staff and students no longer need to consult multiple documents to gather information concerning a collection. It also reduces the likelihood that information will be recorded in the wrong document or not at all.

Participation in Archives West further streamlines workflows such as entering and updating donor information. When a person donates multiple collections, the donor’s information will be attached to each accession and collection. The automation alleviates the need for SPEC staff to locate, update, and reenter information in multiple places. In addition, the descriptive standards emphasized by Archives West comply with DPLA standards far better than our legacy finding aids. Use of these standards also improves SPEC’s ability to coordinate with digital projects at Hannon Library. Materials selected for digitization and described according to Archives West standards will require less remediation by SPEC’s staff. Reducing remediation creates workflow efficiencies for the digitizing team.

**Promote Growth and Sustainability**

The streamlined workflows gained through participation in Archives West and use of ArchivesSpace allow SPEC staff the time to develop and solidify plans for long-term growth and sustainability. For Hannon Library, long-term sustainability includes addressing a growing collection that will require added physical space and preservation of the AV materials already in SPEC. Opportunities for growth include the incorporation of born-digital materials and the technology, skills, and space needed to sustain them. Each of these activities requires staff time to identify the essential resources and to build a network of key supporters crucial to sustaining SPEC well into the future.
Efficiencies in collection management workflows enable SPEC staff to expand their engagement in advocacy activities. The ability to build and strengthen relationships with donors, supporters, upper management, and other stakeholders is key to SPEC’s growth and long-term viability. Staff time spent on inefficient processes can now be directed toward increasing relationship-building activities. Currently, SPEC uses several communication tools to reach out to various stakeholders, such as newsletters, social media, and our web page. Streamlined workflows also allow staff members the time and opportunity to assess these activities. Are these communications reaching the intended audience and are they effective? Can SPEC better align these activities with their goals? For example, SPEC currently employs social media and the web page to promote discovery and awareness of our services and collections to potential researchers. Are these activities successful? How might they be improved? Additional time created through improved workflows also enables SPEC staff to expand the current outreach activities and explore new avenues. Identifying the most effective actions assists SPEC in improving communication and ultimately, the ability to build relationships and advocate for its long-term growth and sustainability.

Aside from improved workflows, the Archives West website facilitates promotion of the member archives. The Archives West site is professional, user-friendly, and aesthetically pleasing. As such, it provides an excellent tool for SPEC to employ when approaching potential donors and supporters. Donors want their materials to have a full and accurate description while being easily discoverable. The opportunity to view the Archives West website and explore other collections from SPEC as a demonstration of how their collection may appear is a critical factor in the donor’s decision. The site also works as a showcase for SPEC and its collections. Presentations of the Archives West website allow potential supporters to learn about SPEC and its place in the larger archival community. The site also enables SPEC to effectively demonstrate its current participation level in conjunction with short-term and long-term goals. The Archives West website is well designed for these types of presentations.

**Conclusion**

SPEC benefits from the support that membership in Archives West provides in a variety of ways. Archives West enables SPEC to expand the discoverability, collection management, and promotion of our services beyond anything we could accomplish alone. By design, Archives West transfers “some functions and services from local staff to the network level” (Allison-Bunnell et al., 2013). The opportunity to expand SPEC’s capabilities while maintaining the current staffing levels was essential in our decision to join. Archives West provides the framework which improves the workflow efficiency of our small archive today and allows staff to work toward our vision of the future SPEC. A fundamental part of these plans includes developing a broad base of support across all stakeholder groups to facilitate SPEC’s continued growth. In leveraging our membership in Archives West, SPEC can engage a robust community to build support for expanded services and increased staffing.

Our initial experiences with Archives West were overwhelmingly positive. The training sessions have been informative and practical. The Alliance performed the initial set up of ArchivesSpace. Decisions regarding any customizations are ongoing and will be decided collaboratively within Hannon Library. SPEC is currently transitioning to ArchivesSpace.
As expected, transferring our legacy records, particularly description records, requires substantial time and effort. The decision to join Archives West has already resulted in a sizable monetary donation to facilitate the transition, as well as the donation of an extensive collection of papers. Resource records will become available in Archives West during Fall term 2019. Hannon Library looks forward to completing our transition and taking full advantage of all the opportunities membership in Archives West provides.
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